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IBMFinland, a small national subsidiary, was at once a Finnish
business and an interface to much larger networks of techno-
logical innovation and knowledge sharing. We contextualize
its development within a nested set of institutions and identi-
ties: IBM’s Nordic operations, its European business, and its
World Trade Corporation. Its development was profoundly
shaped by Finland’s unique geopolitical position during the
Cold War. IBM’s internal structures anticipated and paralleled
those of the European Union, with mechanisms for interna-
tional cooperation, for the creation of transnational identities,
and for the resolution and regulation of disputes between
national subsidiaries.
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IBM’s history has been explored many times, for scholarly and popular
audiences and from the viewpoints of both business history and the

history of computing. One of the first truly multinational firms, IBM
remains one of the biggest global businesses. Today, more than 80
percent of IBM’s employees work outside the United States. Yet,
despite the promise Thomas J. Watson made in 1921 by naming his
company the International Business Machines Corporation, its story
has usually been told with only intermittent reference to its operations
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outside the United States. We know relatively little about IBM World
Trade Corporation, IBM’s international arm from 1949 until the early
1990s.1 Attention has focused instead on the personal stories and man-
agement philosophies of the senior and junior Thomas Watsons, the
firm’s early strength in punched card machinery and successful pivot
to dominate the mainframe computer industry, its initial triumph and
subsequent stumble in the personal computer industry, and Lou
Gerstner’s turnaround effort to rebuild IBM as an internet-age provider
of software and services.2

Historians have written about a few national IBM subsidiaries and
more recently have started to examine IBM’s international operations
outside of the United States in detail. Such work has focused particularly
on the firm’s operations in Germany and France, the hubs of its inte-
grated European production system and research network.3 In examin-
ing IBM Chile’s development, Eden Medina concluded that one needs to
study both IBM’s corporate strategy and the national history of the host
country to fully understand IBM’s development and long-lasting
success.4 Yet even in such accounts, the implication is usually that the
story of a particular international subsidiary is a self-contained narrative
of primarily local interest, as a footnote or sidebar to IBM’s main histor-
ical story.

Historians have tended to take the American experience as the
default, deploying “international” as a residual category to encompass
everything that takes place outside the United States. Their assumption
is that other countries will work on their own corresponding, but less
important, national narratives. In contrast, we argue for an explicitly
transnational understanding of IBM, one that looks not just at national

1 For a helpful bibliography focused on IBM in the United States, see appendix in Jeff Yost,
ed., The IBM Century: Creating the IT Revolution (Washington, D.C., 2011).

2 Overviews of IBM’s history tend to say little or nothing about its non-U.S. operations, for
example, Emerson W. Pugh, Building IBM: Shaping an Industry and its Technologies (Cam-
bridge, Mass., 1994); Kevin Maney, The Maverick and His Machine: Thomas Watson Sr. and
the Making of IBM (Hoboken, N.J., 2003); and Richard S. Tedlow, The Watson Dynasty: The
Fiery Reign and Troubled Legacy of IBM’s Founding Father and Son (New York, 2003).
Thomas Watson Jr. himself gave a somewhat more balanced picture in Thomas Watson Jr.
and Peter Petre, Father, Son & Co.: My Life at IBM and Beyond (New York, 1990). The
most detailed treatment of IBM World Trade remains Nancy Foy, The Sun Never Sets on
IBM: The Culture and Folklore of IBM World Trade (New York, 1975).

3 Corinna Schlombs, “Engineering International Expansion: IBM and Remington Rand in
European Computer Markets,” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 30 (Oct.–Dec.
2008): 42–58; James W. Cortada, The Digital Flood: The Diffusion of Information Technol-
ogy across the U.S., Europe, and Asia (Oxford, 2012).

4 Eden Medina, “Big Blue in the Bottomless Pit: The Early Years of IBM Chile,” IEEE
Annals of the History of Computing 30 (Oct.–Dec. 2008): 26–41. See also the study of
IBM’s Scottish operations in Pavlos Dimitratos, Ioanna Liouka, Duncan Ross, and Stephen
Young, “The Multinational Enterprise and Subsidiary Evolution: Scotland since 1945,” Busi-
ness History 51 (May 2009): 401–25.
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subsidiaries but also at their interactions. The history of IBM is the sum
of a set of intertwined narratives taking place on national, regional, and
international levels. Historians have studied the European Community’s
efforts to boost European competitiveness in information technology by
encouraging technical exchanges and business partnerships across
national boundaries. In the 1970s this yielded Unidata, a disastrous
merger of French, Dutch, and German competitors intended to
provide the scale needed to compete internationally.5 In contrast,
IBM’s internal cooperation and conflict solving began earlier, worked
better, and included more European countries. Our approach has been
influenced by Thomas Misa and Johan Schot, who suggest paying atten-
tion to the flows of people, knowledge, and goods as important integrat-
ing (as well as fragmenting) elements for Europe. Misa and Schot
propose linking, circulation, and appropriation as useful concepts for
investigating these phenomena. By appropriation, they refer to “the
process in which users—including governments, companies, organiza-
tions, and citizens—variously explore, signify, reproduce, communicate,
and integrate knowledge and artifacts into their daily life and business.”6

Our particular focus here is on IBM Finland and on the ways in
which this subsidiary and its employees shaped identities and practices
that were, for particular audiences and purposes, aligned creatively with
IBM’s dominant corporate culture, with the national interests of Finland,
andwith emerging Nordic and pan-European identities. During the early
Cold War, Europe’s economic environment changed from nationalist
protectionism to increasingly free trade within a reintegrating global
economy.

Local managers addressed their national needs and political chal-
lenges within the constraints of IBM policies and products set globally.
Finland was an exceptional country in a number of ways. Yet the appar-
ently narrow story of IBM’s success in a single, rather small and undeni-
ably quirky, nation can provide broader insights into its rapid postwar
rise to become one of the world’s largest and most resilient enterprises.
Smaller subsidiaries, particularly when geographically remote, can
struggle to gain the attention and understanding of headquarters.
Those that expand beyond sales and service into manufacturing or

5Eda Kranakis, “Politics, Business, and European Information Technology Policy from the
Treaty of Rome to Unidata, 1958–1975,” in Information Technology Policy: An International
History, ed. Richard Coopey (Oxford, 2004), 209–46.

6 Thomas J. Misa and Johan Schot, “Inventing Europe: Technology and the Hidden Inte-
gration of Europe,” History and Technology 21 (Mar. 2005): 1–19, esp. 9–10. See also Erik
van der Vleuten, “Toward a Transnational History of Technology: Meanings, Promises, Pit-
falls,” Technology and Culture 49 (Oct. 2008): 974–94; and Thomas Haigh, “Computing
the American Way: Contextualizing the Early U.S. Computer Industry,” IEEE Annals of the
History of Computing 32 (Apr.–June 2010): 8–20.
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research and development, as IBM Finland attempted to do, have been
shown to develop a stronger “voice”with which to attract this attention.7

Business scholars exploring the role of national subsidiaries within
multinational corporations have increasingly recognized that they are
not simply extensions of foreign organizations. Instead, local subsidi-
aries develop unique capabilities, adding value to their parent organiza-
tions by embedding themselves in local business contexts and building
unique relationships.8 Models varied significantly among companies,
with some firms, such as Unilever, granting more autonomy to foreign
brands.9 Multinational corporations rely heavily on local employees, to
build these local connections as well as to save on the high cost of sup-
porting expatriates. Working at the interface of national cultures, these
employees develop their own hybrid identities.10 In some cases, such
as DuPont’s operations in Iran or the experiences of Australian firms
in postcolonial New Guinea, apparently successful attempts to overcome
cultural differences can be swept away by geopolitical instability.11

As we will show, IBM relied on several intermediate layers to bridge
cultural and organizational divides between its smallest subsidiaries and
the parent organization. Its Nordic subsidiaries (Finland, Norway,
Sweden, and Denmark) routinely collaborated forming a distinct
regional community of practice for managers and salespeople. A Euro-
pean headquarters was the next level up, giving the employees of differ-
ent subsidiaries a strong pan-European identity long before the
formation of the European Economic Community. IBM’s European
management, along with its other non-U.S. subsidiaries, reported to
IBM World Trade, headquartered in New York but separated from the

7Cyril Bouquet and Julian Birkinshaw, “Weight versus Voice: How Foreign Subsidiaries
Gain Attention from Corporate Headquarters,” Academy of Management Journal 51 (June
2008): 577–601.

8Ulf Andersson and Mats Forsgren, “In Search of Centre of Excellence: Network Embedd-
edness and Subsidiary Roles in Multinational Corporations,” Management International
Review 40 (4th quarter, 2000): 329–50. The relevant literature is reviewed in Tatiana
Kostova, Valentina Marano, and Stephen Tallman, “Headquarters—Subsidiary Relationships
in MNCs: Fifty Years of Evolving Research,” Journal of World Business 51 (Jan. 2016):
176–84.

9Geoffrey Jones, “Control, Performance, and Knowledge Transfers in Large Multination-
als: Unilever in the United States, 1945–1980,” Business History Review 76 (Autumn
2002): 435–78.

10Dan V. Caprar, “Foreign Locals: A Cautionary Tale on the Culture of MNC Local Employ-
ees,” Journal of International Business Studies 42 (June/July 2011): 608–68; Anthony Ferner
and Javier Quintanilla, “Multinationals, National Business Systems and HRM: The Enduring
Influence of National Identity or a Process of ‘Anglo-Saxonization,’” International Journal of
Human Resource Management 9, no. 4 (1998): 710–31.

11 Regina Lee Blaszczyk, “Synthetics for the Shah: DuPont and the Challenges to Multina-
tionals in 1970s Iran,” Enterprise & Society 9 (Dec. 2008): 670–723; David Merrett, “Sugar
and Copper: Postcolonial Experiences of Australian Multinationals,” Business History
Review 81 (Summer 2007): 213–36.
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firm’s U.S. headquarters. Depending on one’s perspective, and the needs
of the moment, IBM Finland was Finnish, Nordic, European, or global.
Conflicts that occurred between these different levels provide us with
windows into the negotiation of national and transnational identity
within the firm. Overall, however, the system worked well for most of
the Cold War era in giving IBM Finland the ability to present itself
domestically as a local company while positioning it within a transna-
tional enterprise with huge technological and economic capabilities.

We based this account on a variety of sources, in alignment with our
goal of looking at the interaction of different organizational levels. Much
research on the history of IBMWorld Trade relies on secondary sources
because the firm’s European archives were never open to academic
researchers and reportedly were destroyed by a fire. Fortunately, IBM
Finland retained its own archive. We also drew on material from
IBM’s main archive, in the United States; on oral history interviews
and memoirs, to capture the remembered experiences of participants;
and on published primary sources, such as company reports and news-
letters. These related particularly to IBM’s activities in Sweden, which
was tightly connected to IBM Finland. In exploring these records, we
looked for details that would illuminate the changing position of IBM
with respect to Finnish national identity or the flows of people, resources,
and ideas between different organizational levels within IBM.

IBM Finland: The Early Years

Companies such as Singer, which expanded to dominate the global
sewing machine market early in the twentieth century, provided a tem-
plate for other U.S. companies—one that involved massive investments
in sales and support services.12 IBM’s ThomasWatson Sr. made interna-
tional expansion a priority as early as the 1920s, long before his firm
joined the top ranks of corporate America. But IBM’s task wasmore chal-
lenging and its resources, initially, were more limited: it sold complex
products direct to businesses rather than simple machines direct to indi-
viduals. Selling tabulating machines demanded a deeper grounding in
local language and business culture than selling Coca Cola or sewing
machines. IBM always relied heavily on local people to explain its unfa-
miliar technologies to potential customers and assist with their use.

Those locals were originally agents and distributors for IBM, not its
employees. IBM equipment and skills entered Finland through a blend of
local, European, and American channels. The very first Hollerith

12Andrew Godley, “Selling the Sewing Machine around the World: Singer’s International
Marketing Strategies, 1850–1920,” Enterprise & Society 7 (June 2006): 266–314.
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punched card machines had been imported to Helsinki through an
earlier Finnish agent, Oy Systema Ab, in 1923.13 Neither it nor Amko,
its replacement as agent, was hugely successful. The Finnish market
for punched card equipment was being met largely by its rival Powers,
via a distributor based in nearby Sweden.

In the summer of 1934, an Amko employee named Einar Dickman
became the first Finn to be given IBM sales education, taking a course
offered by the Deutsche Hollerith Maschinen Gesellschaft (Dehomag)
in Berlin. The ten-week course was attended by forty Germans and
fifteen foreigners.14 Dehomag was already owned mostly by IBM, but
controlled from Berlin (an arrangement that became increasingly
strained as war approached).15 Oy International Business Machines Ab
of Finland (hereafter called IBM Finland) was established in 1936 by
two temporary leaders with broader European experience: Jack Holt,
IBM’s European manager, and Rolf Hurup, a Norway-born returnee
from the United States in charge of IBM’s Nordic growth (see Table 1).
Dickman became its CEO in 1938 and held that job until 1956.16

The involvement of people and skills from Norway, Sweden, and
Germany in building the new subsidiary was pragmatically necessary.
Finland in the 1930s had only about three-and-a-half million people
and received most of its foreign-trade income from timber and paper
products. It was never a huge market for punched card equipment,
IBM’s core product from its foundation until the 1960s. However, as
Riitta Hjerppe has shown, Finland’s was a fast-growing economy with
a rapidly developing industrial and commercial sector. Despite laws
intended to restrict foreign ownership of businesses, many foreign-
owned firms and international partnerships, most of them quite small,

13 “Oy” and “Ab”mean Inc. (incorporated, joint-stock company); the abbreviations are the
same in Finnish (osakeyhtiö) and in Swedish (aktiebolag), respectively. About the Systema
Company, see Petri Paju, “Carl Robert Mannerheim Teknologiayrittäjänä” [Carl Robert Man-
nerheim as a technology entrepreneur], Tekniikan Waiheita 28, no. 1 (2010): 16–27.

14 Einar Dickman, “Några data beträffande förhållandena på hålkorts-området i Finland
före 1937” [Some facts about conditions in the punched card field in Finland prior to 1937],
manuscript, 1961–1962, IBM Finland Archive, Helsinki (hereafter IFA).

15 For comparison, see Lars Heide, Punched-Card Systems and the Early Information
Explosion, 1880–1945 (Baltimore, 2009), esp. 152. See also Klas Dickman, “Uudet tuotteet
– tuttu ympäristö” [New products – familiar environment], in Tietotekniikan alkuvuodet Suo-
messa [The first years of information technology in Finland], ed. Martti Tienari (Helsinki,
1993), 316–39, esp. 328.

16Gunnar Nerheim andHelgeW. Nordvik, Ikke baramaskiner. Historien om IBM i Norge
1935–1985 [Not just machines: History of IBM in Norway 1935–1985] (Oslo, 1986), 26–27;
Pentti Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa. O. y. International Business Machines A. b. 1936–1996
[Big Blue in Finland: O.y. International Business Machines A.b. 1936–1996] (Salo, Finland,
1997), 11–12; Petri Paju, “IBM Manufacturing in the Nordic Countries,” in History of
Nordic Computing 3, ed. John Impagliazzo, Per Lundin, and Benkt Wangler (Heidelberg,
2011), 215–27.
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were set up during the interwar years. Sweden, Norway, Germany, and
Britain were the most active countries, but IBM was not unique:
Hjerppe was able to identify twenty American-owned firms.17

But this international engagement was also politically charged. At
this point Finland had a short history as an independent nation and a
much longer history as an imperial possession. It had developed
within the hinterland of the Swedish Empire, changing hands several
times as Sweden vied with Russia for local dominance. Russia
emerged victorious from the final struggle during the Napoleonic
Wars, ruling from 1809 to 1917. Finland’s obedience, and strategic posi-
tion at the western edge of the Russian Empire, gave its people the
freedom to invent and develop a Finnish nation with two national lan-
guages, Swedish and Finnish. The Russian Empire’s collapse sparked a
brief but brutal civil war, in which the more conservative side defeated
a radical socialist movement.18

Since the late nineteenth century, the Swedish-speaking community
had emphasized the importance of international exchange for Finland,
whereas Finnish-speaking Finns had—as in other language-driven
nationalist movements across Europe—aggressively pushed Finland
toward greater independence.19 Even after independence, Swedish
remained the language of university education and the professions, so
the directors of larger businesses were disproportionately drawn from

Table 1
Establishment of Nordic IBM Country Organizations

Year Country Organization type

1928 Sweden Subsidiary
1935 Norway Subsidiary
1936 Finland Subsidiary
1950 Denmark Subsidiary
1967 Iceland Branch Office

Source: Petri Paju, “IBM Manufacturing in the Nordic Countries,” in History of Nordic
Computing 3, ed. John Impagliazzo, Per Lundin, and Benkt Wangler (Heidelberg, 2011), 217.

17 Riitta Hjerppe, “Monikansallisten yritysten tulo Suomeen ennen toista maailmansotaa”
[The entering of multinational corporations into Finland before the Second World War], Kan-
santaloudellinen aikakauskirja 100, no. 3 (2004): 216–38.

18 Tuomas Tepora and Aapo Roselius, eds., The Finnish Civil War 1918: History, Memory,
Legacy (Leiden, 2014).

19Matti Klinge, Kaksi Suomea [Two Finlands] (Helsinki, 1982); Petri Paju, “Ilmarisen
Suomi” ja sen tekijät. Matematiikkakonekomitea ja tietokoneen rakentaminen kansallisena
kysymyksenä 1950-luvulla [Building “Ilmarinen’s Finland”: The Committee for Mathemat-
ical Machines and computer construction as a national project in the 1950s] (Turku, 2008),
298–99.
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this community.20 IBM Finland was run mostly by Swedish-speaking
Finns, including Einar Dickman and Carl Enckell. In fact, one suprana-
tional IBM manager took notice of the possible ethnic bias (in this case,
favoring a minority) at work in IBM Finland and asked if the Swedish-
speaking Finns were not overrepresented in the national subsidiary,
but his letter seems to have changed nothing.21 For the people in IBM
Finland, Swedish served also as the language of international exchange
in the Nordic countries.

IBM Finland was small, employing fewer than ten people, but from
the start its hopes for growth were tied to an internationalist political
agenda. In 1938, Rolf Hurup recruited IBM Finland’s first chairman of
the board: Carl Enckell, a former (and future) foreign minister, industri-
alist, and diplomat. Thomas J. Watson Sr. was the president of the Inter-
national Chamber of Commerce (ICC) that year, touring Europe with the
slogan “World Peace through World Trade.” This played an important
part in boosting European awareness of IBM and its national subsidi-
aries. Enckell chaired Finland’s representation in ICC from 1928 to
1950, working with Watson in Paris, where ICC had its headquarters
and IBM a key European office. Both men saw the promotion of IBM’s
business interests, international trade, and political stability as inextri-
cably intertwined.22

To better compete with Powers, IBM invested in Finland in the late
1930s, starting with a service bureau, or a data-processing center. IBM
Finland made its own effort to serve customers across national bound-
aries, selling equipment and services to Estonia, its neighbor to the
south. Estonia had a common history with Finland, most recently as part
of the Russian Empire, but this promising opportunity was cut short
when theSovietUnion annexedEstonia and theotherBaltic states in 1940.

IBM Finland in the Postwar World

War and economic upheaval meant that the 1940s were not a happy
time for Finnish business. Throughout World War II, Finland’s

20 Susanna Fellman,Uppkomsten av en direktörsprofession: Industriledarnas utbildning
och karriär i Finland 1900–1975 [The birth of a managers’ profession: Industrial leaders’ edu-
cation and career in Finland 1900–1975] (Helsinki, 2000), esp. 61.

21 Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, 12. This happened previously in 1937.
22R. Hurup to J. E. Holt, Re: Stock Holders Meeting, Helsingfors, 29 Apr. 1938, IBM

Archives, Somers, N.Y. (hereafter IBMA); “Kansainvälisen kauppakamarin uusi puheenjoh-
taja” [The new chairman of the International Chamber of Commerce], Uusi Suomi, 4 July
1937; “Kansainvälisen kauppakamarin puheenjohtaja vierailulle Suomeen” [The new chair-
man of the International Chamber of Commerce to visit Finland], Kauppalehti 20 May
1938. See also Helsingin Sanomat, 21 May 1938. Clippings from major newspapers, IFA.
Enckell was chairman of IBM Finland from 1938 until his death in 1959. On Watson in the
ICC, see Maney, Maverick and His Machine, 203–23.
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export-driven economy was cut off from international markets by
German control of the sea. Things got worse when Finland surrendered
territory accounting for almost a third of its economy at the end of the
Winter War of 1939–1940, a Soviet invasion secretly sanctioned by the
USSR’s Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact with Germany. In 1941 Finland
exploited Germany’s surprise attack on the Soviet Union to recapture
its lost territory, only to surrender even more of its land and economy
in 1944 after the Red Army swept back through Europe. Even then, the
fighting was not over, as a war against the German troops marooned in
Finnish Lapland concluded only in 1945. To retain its independence,
Finland had to pledge heavy war reparations to the USSR.

IBM Finland weathered these challenges surprisingly well, with
some help from IBM Sweden and IBM Norway. The Nordic IBM sister
companies supplied spare parts and occasionally sent engineers for
service tasks while the Finnish engineers were on military duty.23 IBM
Finland even managed to establish a punched card production plant
during the chaos of the war years, exploiting the local supply of wood
pulp and a used press acquired from IBM Sweden. Punched cards
were of crucial importance to the data-processing business. For IBM
Finland, the sale of cards was a highly profitable and steady source of
income. Manufacturing its own cards during the war helped to stabilize
its position.24 The old card press broke down in 1946 and IBM Finland
resumed importing its punched cards.25

In 1949, IBM Finland and all of IBM’s other national subsidiaries
became part of a new global subsidiary: the IBM World Trade Corpora-
tion would take care of business everywhere except in the United States,
where the parent company IBM Corporation concentrated its opera-
tions.26 The World Trade Corporation controlled a diverse group of
national subsidiaries, which in 1950 ranged from large organizations
of thousands to small ones with fewer than a hundred employees. It
was headed by Arthur “Dick” Watson, one of the sons of IBM chief
Thomas J. Watson, which ensured high visibility for international oper-
ations within the firm.

The weight of war reparations to the Soviet Union, satisfied with a
flood of industrial products from 1946 to 1952, worked to IBM’s

23Dickman, “Uudet tuotteet,” 320–21. Cf. Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, according to which
it was often difficult to get that (or any) help. Anttila had access to the original correspondence,
which is now missing.

24 James W. Cortada, Before the Computer: IBM, NCR, Burroughs, and Remington Rand
and the Industry They Created 1865–1956 (Princeton, 1993), esp. 126; Martin Campbell-Kelly
and William Aspray, Computer: A History of the Information Machine (New York, 1996), 49.

25 Paju, “IBM Manufacturing,” 217–18.
26 Petri Paju and Thomas Haigh, “IBM Rebuilds Europe: The Curious Case of the Transna-

tional Typewriter,” Enterprise & Society 17 (June 2016): 265–300.
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advantage as several Finnish companies acquired IBM punched card
machines to accurately calculate their production obligations to the
USSR. IBM became the major vendor of punched cards in the country,
eclipsing Powers.27 In 1950, the subsidiary for the first time made a
profit to send to the parent company. This reflected considerable ingenu-
ity. In 1952, for instance, a dearth of foreign currency and import permits
in Finland made IBM Finland unable to deliver more than three electric
typewriters during the whole year despite having more than 130 orders
queued. Consequently, the profit of IBM Finland dropped dramatically,
falling far below its target.28 Difficulties in importing time clocks,
another IBM product line, were addressed by manufacturing them
locally. When imports were frozen and customers wanted controls for
traffic lights and for an apparatus that played church bells, IBMFinland’s
time equipment department, its repair workshop, and a Finnishmachine
shop worked together to deliver those.29

Because of the growing demand after the war, the Swedish subsidi-
ary had been unable to deliver enough cards for Finland. The Finns
applied to the World Trade Division in New York for a new printing
machine, over the objection of IBM Sweden.30 The national subsidiaries
negotiated this question with and through IBM headquarters. Inside the
multinational company, this exemplifies international competition over
company facilities and functions. After Finland’s war reparations to the
USSR had been paid, a new IBM punched card plant opened in Helsinki,
in 1952. IBM Sweden had sent an expert to install the machinery and
soon an inspector visited from IBM Germany.31 Paper for the cards
was manufactured by and bought from a medium-sized Finnish pulp
and paper company, G. A. Serlachius Oy (Kangas Factory near Jyväs-
kylä), integrating the plant into the local economy.32 From the mid-
1950s onward, several foreign IBM subsidiaries began ordering carton
or cardboard for punched cards from the same supplier. IBM’s initial
postwar push to rebuild its European markets began with a system of

27 Petri Paju and Helena Durnová, “Computing Close to the Iron Curtain: Inter/national
Computing Practices in Czechoslovakia and Finland, 1945–1970,” Comparative Technology
Transfer and Society 7 (Dec. 2009): 303–22, esp. 308.

28Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, 36–37. The year 1952 was unprofitable for IBM Finland.
“Kotimaiset tulokset vuodesta 1937 lähtien tukkuhintaindeksin mukaan (1937–1985)”
[Domestic revenues and profits from 1937 according to wholesale price index], IFA.

29Reijo Löytty and Tapio Mäenpää, eds., Bisneksiä Ihmisiä Muistumia. Kaskuja ja tari-
noita työstä ja työtovereista Suomen IBM:ssä 1936–2000 [Businesses, people and recollec-
tions: Anecdotes and stories of work and colleagues at IBM Finland, 1936–2000], 2nd ed.
(Kouvola, 2006), 29.

30Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, 18–19, 21, 24, 34; Dickman, “Några data beträffande förhål-
landena,” 6–9. World Trade Division was the IBM organization in 1947, right before WTC.

31Dagbok, a travel log, from 1947 to 1958, 40–42, IFA.
32Dickman, “Några data beträffande förhållandena,” 6–9.
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local assembly and parts exchange for electric typewriters, intended to
overcome tariff barriers on finished goods. IBM Finland was able to
barter with punched cards and typewriter ribbons, overcoming an other-
wise crippling shortage of hard currency.33

This transfer of machinery and expertise opened the door to the
emergence of a local competitor. Punched cards were high-margin,
low-technology products. Local managers reported to European head-
quarters rumors that a rival plant was starting; in turn, they were
asked to monitor the situation closely.34 The real threat turned out to
be internal. In 1957 the Finnish manager of the IBM punched card
factory resigned. Together with a Finnish engineer, he built an advanced
version of the IBM card press. The new Finnish punched card company,
Korttipaino Ulf Enbom (Card Press Ulf Enbom), started to compete with
IBM Finland.35 This was probably the first company to originate in
Finland to enter the data-processing industry. In this case, as in later
cases, restrictions imposed by IBM on what could be done by its local
subsidiary pushed ambitious Finns to start rival firms. The new
company attracted some customers, but the rapid development of infor-
mation technology over the next decade and IBM’s own production effi-
ciencies made its success short lived.36

One challenge for independent competitors was that while IBM dis-
tributed its manufacturing of punched cards and other consumables,
such as typewriter ribbons, it centralized its quality control and
testing. Tests were done by the Finnish subcontractor and by an IBM
print-technology laboratory in Stockholm. Punched card press machines
and their special equipment came from an IBM factory in Amsterdam.
Another IBM laboratory, in Sindelfingen, West Germany, tested ingredi-
ents for color typewriter ribbons, manufactured and tested in Boigny,
France. Magnetic tapes were made and tested in the United States.37

Access to these international shared resources gave IBM’s local plants
an advantage that independent competitors could not match.38

Growth continued throughout the 1950s. IBM Finland grew from
forty-eight employees in 1951 to around two hundred employees in

33Are Winberg, “Suomen IBM:n harjoittama alihankintatoiminta” [Subcontracting activ-
ity coordinated by IBM Finland], IBM Katsaus 15, no. 3 (1976): 48–49; Paju and Haigh,
“IBM Rebuilds Europe.”

34 Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, 41 (based on a letter from 1954).
35Ulf Enbom was the name of the company’s founder and manager; “Uusi muoto suoma-

laista yritteliäisyyttä” [A new form of Finnish enterprise], Reikäkortti 4, no. 1 (1958): 11–12.
36 Sten Enbom, phone interview by Petri Paju, 10 Apr. 2010 and 12 Apr. 2010. Ulf Enbom’s

company was closed in the early 1970s, if not before.
37 “Tietoa kortilla – jos nauhoillakin. Suomen IBM:n ATK-tarvikeosasto, IRD, Information

Records Division” [Information on card – and also on tapes. IBM Finland’s Information
Records Division], IBM Katsaus 10, no. 2 (1971): 42–45.

38 See Paju, “IBM Manufacturing.”
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1961.39 In 1950 it had around forty punched-card machine customers.
The breakdown of these customers followed the same general pattern
established in larger markets beginning with the statistical head office,
which in 1923 became an early adopter of IBM equipment, insurance
companies, banks, public organizations, and industrial corporations.
By 1954, the number of customers with punched card installations had
approximately doubled, to seventy-nine.40 IBM Finland was, as were
subsidiaries in other countries, particularly successful in installing its
equipment in government bureaucracies. This set unofficial standards,
as IBMwashelping to spreadexpertise andpracticesbetweengovernment
offices long before an official coordinating body was created in 1964.41

The rapid growth of the 1950s took place as the hardening front lines
of the Cold War locked Finland into a unique position. Finland retained
the independence it had won in 1917, unlike most of the other states
created in the aftermath of World War I. The Baltic states were absorbed
into the USSR, while Russia dominated central and eastern European
nations such as Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland. These countries
were forced to accept Communist Party rule and join the Warsaw Pact
military alliance and COMECON, a centrally planned trade group. On
the other side of the Iron Curtain, democratic countries allied with the
United States joined the NATO military alliance, received American
assistance via the Marshall Plan to rebuild their shattered economies,
and formed a series of free-trade bodies that eventually led to the Euro-
pean Economic Community.

Finland joined neither camp. As a democracy with free markets and
an increasingly vibrant corporate sector, its internal arrangements
clearly fit with western Europe. Its Communist Party had the support
of a significant minority of voters but, as in France and Italy, was
shunned as a potential coalition partner by mainstream parties (includ-
ing the center-left Social Democratic Party). Finland remained highly
vulnerable to the Soviet Union, having twice been forced to make
peace on Soviet terms. It signed a mutual defense pact with the USSR,
avoided public criticism of its foreign or internal policies, and banned
books and films showing the Soviet Union in a poor light. Finland
declined American aid through the Marshall Plan and shunned NATO.

39Dickman, “Uudet tuotteet,” 339.
40Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, 35–36, 42. In addition, IBM had many more customers

buying its electric typewriters and time equipment.
41 The coordinating organization was the State Computer Centre (in Finnish, Valtion tieto-

konekeskus). Prior to this, there had been other attempts at coordination, the latest being a
data-processing committee in 1960–1961. Petri Paju, “Computer Industry as a National
Task: The Finnish Computer Project and the Question of State Involvement in the 1970s,”
in History of Nordic Computing 2, ed. John Impagliazzo, Timo Järvi, and Petri Paju
(Berlin, 2009), 171–84, esp. 179.
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This diplomatic deference to a dominant neighbor in exchange for
domestic sovereignty inspired a new piece of Cold War jargon: “Finland-
ization.”42 Finland also remained outside the European Economic Com-
munity and its precursors throughout the Cold War. On the other hand,
Finland was fully engaged in the postwar trade liberalization movement,
joining the Bretton Woods institutions and, in 1961, the European Free
Trade Area, which was favored by other nonaligned countries such as
Switzerland, Sweden, and Austria.

This economic openness to theWest meant that Finland, which pru-
dently remained outside so many international structures, was an active
participant in IBM’s international order. We provide examples of this
international activity later. This made IBM, and other multinationals
with local operations, a disproportionately important avenue of mobility
for internationally minded Finns.43 Finns could not apply for jobs in the
European institutions in Brussels, or aspire to postings to NATO head-
quarters, but they could participate in transnational activities within
IBM without antagonizing the USSR.

Indeed, the USSR exploited Finland’s position as a friendly country
with access to IBM technology. In 1954, IBM salespeople were prompted
by Paris headquarters to call on oil companies that were not yet IBM cus-
tomers. All the Western oil companies in Finland already used IBM
machines, but one salesperson succeeded in leasing punched card
machines to the Helsinki offices of a Soviet-owned oil company, soon
to be named Teboil.44 None of the international IBM managers visiting
Finland intervened, and it is not clear whether they were informed of
it in advance (see Figure 1).45 In 1956, IBM World Trade forbade IBM
subsidiaries from dealing with the Eastern Bloc.46 Teboil’s connection
to IBM Finland let it work around this ban, transferring knowledge
from IBM directly to Soviet specialists. The relationship became even
more important to Soviet computing after the USSR decided to copy
the IBM 360 series rather than design its own mainframe computer

42 See for instance Tuomas Forsberg and Matti Pesu, “The ‘Finlandisation’ of Finland: The
Ideal Type, the Historical Model, and the Lessons Learnt,” Diplomacy & Statecraft 27, no 3
(2016): 473–95.

43 Cartels provided another avenue for international engagement via business; Finland was
an activemember of a paper products cartel during this era. Niklas Jensen-Eriksen, “Industrial
Diplomacy and Economic Integration: The Origins of All-European Paper Cartels, 1959–72,”
Journal of Contemporary History 46 (Jan. 2011): 179–202.

44 Juhani Savio, “Rinnakkaiseloa (1954)” [Coexistence, 1954], in Bisneksiä Ihmisiä Muis-
tumia II [Businesses, people and recollections II], ed. Reijo Löytty (Kouvola, 2006), 18–20.

45Dagbok, a travel log, from 1947 to 1958.
46 V. Troels-Smith (IBM World Trade Service Corp.) to B. Gronholm (Grönholm, IBM

Finland), 12 Oct. 1956, World Trade Corporation legal records, regional files, European head-
quarters, box 108, RG 6, IBMA.
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architecture and system software.47 Finland’s government would have
been understandably reluctant to jeopardize its perilous relationship
with the USSR by discriminating against a Soviet-controlled business,
but IBM Finland’s willingness to comply points at the challenges of bal-
ancing its national obligations with its position within IBMWorld Trade.

Another incident tested IBM’s ability to prevent its subsidiaries from
developing internal cultures that diverged from its American roots. IBM
was an exemplar of the American tradition of welfare capitalism, in
which employees were dissuaded from unionizing with the promise of
generous but paternalistic personnel policies. It was largely successful
in avoiding unionization overseas, even in countries where white-collar
unions were commonplace. But in 1955, a group of Finnish IBM cus-
tomer engineers formed a union, the Electrical Accounting Service Engi-
neers. The management of IBM Finland had predicted that the
unionization drive would be defeated. When it unexpectedly succeeded,
the management was criticized by IBM’s European managers in Paris,

Figure 1. IBM luncheon at Palace Hotel in Helsinki, August 12, 1954. It has the look of an inter-
national summit meeting. Arthur K. Watson stands in front the company’s “Think” sign,
flanked by the flags of the United States and Finland. Manager of IBM Finland Einar
Dickman is on Watson’s right, and on his left sit Minister Carl Enckell, Chairman of the
Board of IBM Finland, and Viggo Troels-Smith, who coordinated IBM’s Nordic operations.
(Source: IBM Archives, RG 16, World Trade Corporation, box 58, Finland.) Photograph cour-
tesy of IBM Archives.

47 Teboil or Oy Trustivapaa bensiini Ab (Trust-free gasoline) belonged to the Punched Card
Association in 1957. Roll of members, 1957, Archive of the Finnish Information Processing
Association, Helsinki.
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who consistently fought unionization in IBM World Trade.48 This is an
example of the way in which the push by multinational firms to create
what Glenn Morgan and Peer Hull Kristensen call “boy scout subsidi-
aries”—which reproduce the national culture of the parent firm—can
limit the ability of subsidiaries to integrate fully with local contexts
and develop distinctive capabilities.49 Once a union existed, IBMmanag-
ers did their best to keep it national and to prevent contacts with other
IBM unions abroad.50 Despite its commitment to transnational collabo-
ration, IBM had no qualms about blocking unwanted cross-border
communication.

Dickman’s quandary captures the delicate position of his country
during the early Cold War years. He had, on the one hand, to keep the
Soviet Union happy by supplying it with technology and, on the other,
to satisfy American managerial ideology by keeping out trade unions. In
1956 Dickman’s long reign over IBM Finland was brought to an end, has-
tened perhaps by the difficulty of balancing these geopolitical pressures.

IBM Finland in the Computer Era

In 1958, IBM caught the nation’s attention when it installed the
country’s first working computer, an imported IBM 650, in a state-
owned bank in Helsinki. The installation became a de facto national
computer center, which led several Finnish companies to order IBM
computers over the next few years.51 By 1967, 104 of the country’s 136
installed computer systems were IBM models.52 This reflected the
success of IBM Finland’s sales and marketing teams in persuading
their existing customer base to transition to the new technology. Such
relationships were primarily local, between IBM Finland employees
and their fellow Finns. “Marketing at IBM is organized on a national

48 “E. A. S. E. -nimisen yhdistyksen perustamiskirja sääntöineen.” [Declaration and rules of
an Association called EASE] Helsingissä, 27 May 1955. Liite, Electrical Accounting Service
Engineers, ilmoitus yhdistysrekisteriin, 26 June 1955, an appendix to an official notification
to the register of associations, Archives of the National Board of Patents and Registration of
Finland, Helsinki; Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, 42–43, 57.

49Glenn Morgan and Peer Hull Kristensen, “The Contested Space of Multinationals: Vari-
eties of Institutionalism, Varieties of Capitalism,”Human Relations 59 (Nov. 2006): 1467–90.

50 Svengöran Dahl, phone interview by Petri Paju, 10 Dec. 2010. Dahl worked for IBM
Sweden from 1966 until the early 1980s and tried to promote unions elsewhere in IBM.

51 Petri Paju, “National Projects and International Users: Finland and Early European
Computerization,” IEEE Annals of the History of Computing 30 (Oct.–Dec. 2008): 77–91,
esp. 84–86. On IBM customers in Finnish retail industry, seeMikko Valorinta and Tomi Noke-
lainen, “Introduction and Early Use of Computers in the Finnish Retail Industry,” IEEEAnnals
of the History of Computing 33 (Oct.–Dec. 2011): 45–55.

52 “Tietokoneiden lukumäärä Suomessa huhtikuussa 1967” [The number of computers in
Finland, April 1967], ATK:n Tieto-Sanomat 13, no. 4 (1967): 31.
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basis,” as journalist Nancy Foy wrote.53 But transnational collaborations
also played a part in bringing staff and customers into the computer age.

IBM’s success in establishing and dominating the Finnish computer
market owed a great deal to the groundwork laid by its earlier products
and to the thoroughness with which it prepared for the arrival of the new
technology. In 1956 it had hired Hans Andersin as its first Finnish
“applied science representative,” or computer expert. In Andersin’s pre-
vious job, part of a Finnish national project to build a computer, one of
his tasks had been evaluating possible customer demand. IBM per-
suaded most potential computer customers to wait for its machines to
appear in Finland, rather than to back potential local competitors such
as the national committee of scientists. The data-processing journal
encouraged this “procrastination” strategy.54

IBM Finland supported the strategy by drawing on its transnational
resources to train and educate prospective users long before the
company was even able to accept orders for electronic computers. IBM
Finland had first introduced computers in the summer of 1955 by invit-
ing a Swedish IBM expert to talk about them in Helsinki. At the end of
that year, IBM World Trade had informed its subsidiaries, among
them IBM Finland, that it could send interested customers to IBM 650
courses in Europe. Such education was organized in Germany, France,
Holland, and Sweden.55 After he was hired, Andersin could offer inter-
ested Finns immediate access to two of the very first IBM computers
in Europe. One of them was located in IBM’s European Scientific
Center in Paris, the other, the first IBM computer in the Nordic coun-
tries, at the insurance company Folksam in Stockholm.56 Groups of
Finnish punched card data-processing supervisors active in the
Punched Card Association (Reikäkorttiyhdistys) were taken to see the
Swedish machine in operation.57 Using computers abroad qualified
several Finns as computer experts back in their home country. One of

53 Foy, Sun Never Sets, 99.
54 Erkki Pale, “Testamentti” [Testament], Reikäkortti 2, no. 2 (1956): inner cover. The

journal was published by the Punched Card Association, basically a user organization indepen-
dent of vendors.

55 Anttila, Big Blue Suomessa, 41.
56 Jacques Vernay, “IBMFrance,”Annals of theHistory of Computing 11 (Oct.–Dec. 1989):

299–311; Karl E. Ganzhorn, “The Buildup of the IBM Boeblingen Laboratory,” IEEE Annals of
the History of Computing 26 (July–Sept. 2004): 4–19; Paju, “Ilmarisen Suomi” ja sen tekijät,
293–97.

57 Veikko Hauru, “Konttoritöiden tekeminen elektronikoneilla alkamassa myös Pohjois-
maissa,” [Office work with electronic machines starts in the Nordic countries], Reikäkortti
2, no. 3 (1956): 5; Anders Carlsson, “Tekniken – politikens frälsare? Om matematikmaskiner,
automation och ingenjörer vid mitten av 50-talet” [Technology—liberating politics? About
mathematical machines, automation and engineers around the mid-1950s], Arbetarhistoria
23, no. 4 (1999): 23–30. They had originally established their society, in 1953, to gain more
influence over their main supplier, IBM Finland.
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those people going to IBM’s center in Paris was a recent physics gradu-
ate, Olli Varho, then working for the national Committee for Mathemat-
ical Machines (which had also trained Andersin). Varho joined IBM in
1960 and thirteen years later became the executive director of IBM
Finland.58

The shift from punched card machines toward computers did
nothing to reduce demand for punched cards, which had become a sig-
nature product of IBM Finland given the country’s thriving timber and
paper industries. Throughout the 1960s almost all data processed by
computers was first punched onto cards, even if it would eventually be
stored on tape or disk (see Figure 2). IBM Finland exported cards to
other IBM subsidiaries. By 1966, annual Finnish IBM card production
was 403 million cards. In that year, IBM Finland hosted an annual con-
ference for twenty directors of IBM punched card factories from thirteen
European countries. Compared with other IBM hardware manufactur-
ing, which was organized continentally and centralized to factory loca-
tions usually in larger countries, card production was highly
decentralized: in 1967, IBM’s fifty-seven punched card plants were
spread over thirty-nine different countries.59

Creating a Nordic Identity

IBM provided ambitious Finns with their own opportunities to
travel abroad on its behalf spreading modern technology and national
pride. Just as Finland had gained its first exposure to computing from
Sweden, rather than directly from the United States, so Finland was
allowed to initiate Iceland. In 1963, a sales delegation from IBM
Finland took a scientific computer manufactured in IBM World
Trade’s Canadian factory for a short stay in Reykjavík. This aroused
great interest from local scientists and engineers, who were trained in
programming with the help of visitors from IBM Denmark.60 Among
the delegation was Andersin, at that time the national manager of
data-processing sales of IBM Finland.61 Andersin, whose first language
was Swedish, was familiar with Norse mythology and able to make

58Paju, “National Projects.” Olli Varho managed IBM Finland from 1973 until his death in
an air crash in Rissala, Finland, in 1978.

59 “Korttipakkaa kerrakseen” [A huge deck of cards], IBMKatsaus 6, no. 1 (1967): 33; Paju,
“IBM Manufacturing.” IBM Katsaus was the customer magazine of IBM Finland.

60MagnúsMagnússon, “The Advent of the First General-Purpose Computer in Iceland,” in
History of Nordic Computing, ed. Janis Bubenko Jr., John Impagliazzo, and Arne Sølvberg
(New York, 2005), 123–36, esp. 124.

61Hans E. Andersin, “The Role of IBM in Starting Up Computing in the Nordic Countries,”
in Bubenko, Impagliazzo, and Sølvberg, History of Nordic Computing, 33–43, esp. 43.
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sense in Icelandic. He recited an Edda poem, from the Icelandic Viking
Age epic.62 No American could have done the same job.

As newer generations of computers were introduced, IBM World
Trade continued to enlist national IBM staff to carry out transnational
marketing. In 1965, IBM flew a computer exhibition around in an air-
plane, a DC-7B. The “IBM Computour” started from Berlin and circled
for two months, touching down in thirty cities in twenty countries—
from Tehran to Helsinki, as an IBM customer magazine put it. The
display included an IBM System/360 model 20, a small computer pro-
duced in Sindelfingen, Germany (as the caption read, not “West
Germany”), and several new peripheral devices. In Helsinki, the exhibi-
tion stopped for one day only, during which 727 invited guests were
ushered through it. A couple of days earlier, Finnish staff had been
trained to introduce the exhibition at two airports in Denmark.63

Figure 2. Truck picking up the first delivery in Finland of a transistorized IBM 1401 computer
equipped with interchangeable disk packs, November 18, 1963. The 1401 replaced most of
IBM’s traditional punched card installations. The truck headed for Oy Vuoksenniska Ab, a
steel production company in Imatra, also served as a rolling advertisement for its cargo.
(Source: IBM Archives, RG 16, World Trade Corporation, box 58, Finland.) Photograph cour-
tesy of IBM Archives.

62Oddur Benediktsson, email to Petri Paju, 26 Nov. 2008.
63 “IBM COMPUTOUR. Lentävä tietokonenäyttely Helsingissä” [IBM COMPUTOUR: A

flying computer exhibit in Helsinki], IBM Katsaus 4, no. 2 (1965): 22–23.
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By the mid-1960s, IBM was increasingly able to showcase its most
advanced computer operations and facilities without having to transport
customers all the way to the United States. IBM’s World Trade Corpora-
tion had a Grumman Gulfstream airplane available for national IBM
subsidiaries. IBM Finland used it for the first time in 1968, to fly nine
major customer executives and four IBMers to IBM factories in Sindel-
fingen and in Montpellier, France.64 The company’s European manufac-
turing facilities offered powerful venues for transnational marketing for
IBM’s customers across Europe, symbolizing its commitment to the
continent.65

IBM was renowned for its investments in education and training,
which provided an opportunity to socialize customers and employees
into its organizational culture as well as to spread technical knowledge.
In 1969 IBM Finland trained 4,308 people at its national education
center in Helsinki.66 Most were lower-level employees of user organiza-
tions—programmers, operators, and other data-processing workers.
They experienced IBM’s transnationalism indirectly, through imported
machines and technologies, and sometimes through meeting foreign
IBM specialists in Finland.

The Nordic Education Center (NEC), opened in 1963 just outside
Stockholm, helped most rank-and-file Finnish IBM employees, and
many customers, experience Nordic travel and collaboration personally.
In 1969, for instance, 30 percent of IBM Finland’s 556 active employees
participated in a course in the NEC, as did 57 customer representatives
from Finland. IBM Denmark, IBM Finland, IBM Norway, and IBM
Sweden all provided course participants, teachers, and funding for the
education center.67

Only the more senior staff and customer representatives were likely
to travel to western European facilities, suggesting that the firm’s pan-
European and global identities were experienced less directly by employ-
ees. Far fewer Finns traveled to the European Education Center in the
Netherlands than to Sweden; in 1969 only nineteen attended seminars
there, and sixteen of those were customers.68 Likewise, only the top deci-
sion makers from large customer organizations were invited to visit
IBM’s European factories. Long-term foreign assignments, though stra-
tegic and considered significant, were also rare—as of 1969, only sixteen

64Suomen IBM 1968. Vuosiraportti [IBM Finland 1968 annual report] (n.d., n.p.).
65 Cf. Schlombs, “Engineering International Expansion.”
66Suomen IBM 1969. Vuosiraportti [IBM Finland 1969 annual report] (n.d., n.p.), 16.
67Olavi Lindegren, “IBM Nordic Education Center – Lidingö” (in Finnish), ATK:n Tieto-

Sanomat 16, no. 1 (1970): 12–13. The NEC was the third in a series of IBM World Trade Cor-
poration boarding schools. The first and the second were located in Japan and in Mexico.

68Suomen IBM 1969. Vuosiraportti, 16.
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Finns were based outside the country (mostly elsewhere in Europe) and
four foreign nationals worked for IBM inside Finland.69

IBM research and product development likewise functioned increas-
ingly at a middle ground between national subsidiary and the global
World Trade empire. Finland, like the other Nordic countries, was too
small to be self-sufficient in research or training but too remote and cul-
turally distinct to oversee directly from European headquarters in Paris.
In 1960, IBM World Trade established an IBM Nordic Laboratory in
Sweden, staffed by employees from across the region. This lab was
part of a global IBM division, the Systems Development Division, head-
quartered in Harrison, New York, but was administered by IBM World
Trade. By the middle of the 1960s, the Nordic lab concentrated on
researching and developing process-control applications for industry
needs as well as process-control-related system development and soft-
ware. It was, by IBM standards, a small laboratory, with approximately
140 employees from fifteen countries in 1966.70

Through this lab, IBM Finland had a connection to IBM’s global
network of research and development. For instance, Andersin was
there on an assignment in the early 1960s. Nordic involvement
focused more on the development side than on the research side. One
of the tasks allotted to IBM Nordic Laboratory was to develop an IBM
System/360 compiler for the Algol programming language.71 This is an
example of the ways in which local resources helped IBM World Trade
to adapt its transnational technologies, such as the standard hardware
platform offered by its new mainframe range, to meet international
needs, such as the popularity of Algol with its European customers.

IBM’s transnational networks also allowed Finns to contribute to the
development of technologies used around the world. When, for instance,
the national Finnish airline company, Finnair, asked IBM to automate its
check-in and weight and balance activities, IBM formed a transnational
working group to develop the system, in IBM’s British laboratory, “an
elegant old Hursley House estate near Winchester in southern
England.” This lab employed around fifteen hundred people (almost
twice the total number of IBM Finland staff in 1974). In the early
1970s, it was working with a nearby IBM airline competence center at
Feltham, close to Heathrow Airport.72 The development team included

69Suomen IBM 1970. Vuosiraportti [IBM Finland 1970 annual report] (n.d., n.p.), 15–16.
70 “Pohjoismainen panos. IBM:n pohjoismainen laboratorio” [The Nordic input: IBM’s

Nordic laboratory], IBM Katsaus 5, no. 4 (1966): 24–25.
71 Ibid.; Birgitta Frejhagen, “Från matematikmaskin till IT” [From computing machines to

IT], interview by Per Lundin, 29 Nov. 2007, https://www.tekniskamuseet.se/samlingar/for-
skning/fran-matematikmaskin-till-it/intervjuer-med-it-pionjarer/.

72 Foy, Sun Never Sets, 100, 103–4.
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people from Finland, but representatives from the Hursley laboratory
had project control. After working in Hursley for over a year, the team
came to Helsinki to finalize the project in 1970. The system, “Finnload,”
was a major success for IBM, which sold versions to airports in Lisbon
and New York. The export of a Finnish software system to the United
States was startling news at the time, and it was possible only within
IBM’s richly developed internal networks of exchange.73

In the 1960s, IBM personnel traveled not only because of sales proj-
ects or for education but also to strengthen international IBM culture.
Each year, IBM Hundred Percent Club (HPC) meetings were organized
for those who had fulfilled their sales goals. For instance, in 1969 there
was an HPC meeting for the data-processing salespeople in London,
attended by six Finnish “Clubmembers” and seven guests (country man-
agers) from Finland.74 Participation in the meetings created a transna-
tional and international loyalty toward fellow IBM people and toward
the one (imaginary) IBM Company.

For the festivities, some of the salespeople would also bring their
native, national traditions over for fun—as when two of the Finns partic-
ipating in the office-product HPC meeting were presented as the
“Kalevan Boys,” dressed in what were supposed to be ancient Finnish
costumes “straight from” the national epic Kalevala.75 Such rituals
created a space for symbolic displays of national tradition within the
transnational corporate culture of IBM, presenting the firm as an alliance
of salespeople whose diverse roots equipped them to carry out a common
project. This is a common feature of transnational organizations; for
example, the USSR supplied the citizens of its various republics with tra-
ditional dress to wear at Union-wide sporting events. The HPC meetings
were then reported globally in the internal IBM journal IBM World
Trade News and national IBM publications.

The 1970s

In 1970, the number of active personnel in IBMFinland was 609 and
growing.76 If in the 1960s state officials accepted IBM’s dominance as
unavoidable, by the 1970s they were looking for and finding ways to
alter the situation. Several foreign computer competitors established
Finnish subsidiaries in the 1960s, three decades after IBM. The 1970s
brought more competition and political challenges for IBM, though it

73 J. Syrjänen, “Finnload – Suomen ensimmäinen todellinen reaaliaikajärjestelmä” [Finn-
load – the first true real time system in Finland], ATK:n Tieto-Sanomat 16, no. 5 (1970): 1, 3, 5.

74Suomen IBM 1969. Vuosiraportti, 2–3.
75 Ibid.
76Suomen IBM 1970. Vuosiraportti, 15–16.
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remained the market leader in terms of revenue. For instance, according
to state-supported research, twelve out of every hundred computers in
state administration in 1973 were IBM, but as the biggest models they
accounted for 55 percent of total cost.77

American multinational business faced an increasingly hostile polit-
ical climate. The debates of the late 1960s and early 1970s included the
1967 book Le Défi Américain, by Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber, pub-
lished in English as The American Challenge and in Finnish as Dollarin
maihinnousu (Invasion of the dollar) in 1968. New domestic competitors
were eager to criticize IBM as being amere importer of technology. Other
critics argued that Finland’s computer industry should cooperate
actively with the Soviet Union and the rest of the Eastern Bloc. Together
with Soviet partners, the Nokia Company established a joint venture
called Elorg Data in 1974 to import computers manufactured in the
Eastern Bloc. These machines were marketed as “IBM compatible” and
were indeed Soviet copies of IBM’s famous 360 series. However, only a
few such computers were sold in Finland, where for decades customers
had had access to almost all the latest technology from the West.78

In Finland as elsewhere in Europe, government committees were set
up to map the future use of information technology and recommend
ways to boost national production. Across Europe, countries were
seeking to bolster the domestic production of computer and microelec-
tronic technologies. These national initiatives were implicit, or some-
times explicit, attempts to challenge IBM’s dominant place in
European markets. A national struggle unfolded in the mid-1970s over
the production of information technology. Key political parties, espe-
cially the social democrats (SDP), pushed for a technology policy com-
mitted to state ownership, while the Nokia Company, Finland’s only
homegrown multinational in the information technology sector at that
time, and its political allies claimed that the SDP was making a socialist
revolution in Finland. After the late-1970s collapse of an SDP-backed
technology company, Valco (which made television tubes, intended
also for future home computers), the pro-market camp triumphed. By
the early 1980s, politicians, including the SDP, chose to support Nokia
as a national champion for Finnish information technology.

77 “Valtion Atk:n koneriippumattomuustoimikunnan mietintö” [Report of the Committee
for Machine Independence in State Data Processing], committee report 116 (Helsinki, 1973),
95–96.

78 Petri Paju, “Finlandized Computing or Business as Usual? Computer Trade between
Finland and the Soviet Bloc in the 1970s” (paper presented at the 24th International Congress
of History of Science, Technology and Medicine (iCHSTM 2013), Manchester, U.K., 23 July
2013.
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This put more pressure on IBM Finland to produce goods domesti-
cally and to contribute components to systems assembled within other
national subsidiaries. IBM Finland appointed its first coordinator for
subcontracting in 1970. He reported both to the European Purchasing
Competence Center, which coordinated between subcontractors in
Europe and IBM’s European plants, and to the CEO of IBM Finland.79

Production costs in Finland were low by international standards in the
late 1960s, which the subcontracting coordinator claimed made the
country more attractive for IBM buyers.80 During the 1970s, IBM
Finland and its Nordic sister companies of similar size were able to grad-
ually increase subcontracting from their countries to IBM’s European
production system. This included IBM’s only major Nordic manufactur-
ing plant, near Stockholm.81

Eastern Europe presented a tantalizing sales opportunity. IBM could
not open local subsidiaries behind the Iron Curtain, so IBM’s Regional
Office Europe Central and East (ROECE) used its headquarters in
Vienna to conduct operations and deliver computers to Yugoslavia, Bul-
garia, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania, and
later Albania. From the late 1960s, some Finnish IBM experts were
sent to work there. According to an internal IBM magazine, it was one
of themost multinational operations in IBM, with an unusually high per-
centage of foreign assignees. The ROECE reported back to the World
Trade headquarters in New York and the European headquarters in
Paris.82

IBM’s official sales to the Soviet Union started in 1971, early in the
period of détente, when IBMWorld Trade took part in a large computer
and office products exhibition in Leningrad. IBM Finland executive vice
president Olli Varho was there to assist.83 Coordination of sales to this
new market was an “international operation” that several IBM units
competed for. Finland, with its unusually close business relations to
the Soviet Union, submitted a serious bid.84 In the end, IBM World
Trade created a new transnational project organization to take care of

79Suomen IBM 1969. Vuosiraportti, 12.
80 Are Winberg, “Suomen IBM:n harjoittama,” 48–49.
81 Paju, “IBM Manufacturing,” 222.
82Katri Kettunen, “Pioneerihenkeä ROECE:ssa” [Pioneering spirit in ROECE], IBM

Uutiset 6, no. 7 (1971): 6–7. IBM Uutiset was the personnel magazine of IBM Finland.
83Katri Kettunen, “Systemotechnica -71:llä alkoi myyntimme Nl:oon” [Our sales in the

USSR began with the Systemotechnica -71 (exhibit)], IBM Uutiset 6, no. 7 (1971): 8–10. The
group responsible for the exhibit was IBM’s Regional Office Europe Central and East in
Vienna. One of the reviewers observed that this replaced an earlier hostility to the USSR on
the part of Watson Sr., driven in part by its lack of respect for intellectual property.

84 Erik Anderson, interview by Petri Paju, 21 Aug. 2009. Anderson was assigned in Paris at
that time (1972–73) and later became the CEO of IBM Finland, from 1992 to 1996.
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business in the Soviet Union.85 However, in themid-1970s IBM exported
cards made in Finland to the Soviet Union, as did at least one Finnish
competitor.86 By this point, though, demand for cards was already in
steep decline. The IBM card plant in Helsinki was shut down in
1978.87 This hurt IBM Finland’s efforts to present itself as a local manu-
facturer rather than just an importer. In a 1977 survey of Finnish auto-
matic data-processing production, IBM Finland was (by revenue) the
tenth-largest manufacturer.88 Only two years later, IBM Finland was
the seventeenth-largest producer.89 IBM Finland’s attempt to climb
the ladder of subsidiaries, moving from sales and support of foreign-
built machines toward local manufacturing and development, was
never entirely successful.

Conclusion

We aimed in this article to demonstrate to business historians the
usefulness of approaching the stories of largemultinational corporations
such as IBM from their peripheries. While we grounded the story of IBM
Finland within the specifics of Finnish history, our objective was to
produce a transnational narrative attuned to the conflicting demands
of national context and global corporate imperatives.

IBM’s national subsidiaries were both allies and competitors,
working together to develop shared resources but also bidding against
one another for transnational opportunities such as new sales roles,
training centers, and laboratories. Coupled with preexisting national
tensions, such as the relationship between Sweden and Denmark, this
ran the risk of creating destabilizing resentments or discontent with
the narrow areas of focus assigned by IBM to particular countries.
IBM World Trade worked hard to overcome these tensions, investing
considerable resources in the creation of a transnational company

85A new company, IBM Trade Development, took charge of business in the USSR. Brad
Lesher, “Don’t Forget the Peanut Butter, George!” Fun and Funny Times Abroad (self-pub-
lished, 2010), esp. 86.

86 Timo Nuutila, “Suomen IBM:n atk-tarvikeosasto tänään” [IBM Finland’s information
records division today], IBM Katsaus 15, no. 3 (1976): 46–47. The competitor was Jaakkoo-
Taara Oy. Matti Parkkinen and Jorma Lehtinen, Suomen atk-yritystiedosto 1976 [ADP-com-
panies in Finland, 1976], Raportti n:o 11 (Espoo, 1976), appendix 2, 26.

87 IBM Finland, Annual Report 1978. Appendix to translation of minutes kept at the ordi-
nary meeting of stockholders of Oy IBM Ab, Helsinki, 18 Apr. 1979, Country Files, Finland,
WTC Office of the Secretary, RG 6, IBMA.

88 Jorma Lehtinen and Seppo Lahti, eds., Suomen ATK-yritystiedoston vuosikirja 1978
[ADP-companies in Finland, year book, 1978], Raportti n:o 40 (Espoo, 1978), 17.

89 Seppo Lahti ja Jorma Lehtinen, eds., SuomenATK-tuotannon vuosikirja 1979 [ADP pro-
duction in Finland, yearbook, 1979], Raportti n:o 53 (Espoo, 1979), 20. Each year, the top pro-
ducer by far was Nokia Company.
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culture through international sales meetings, education sessions, and
research projects.

IBM Finland’s place within IBM’s global networks of exchange
offered opportunities to its employees to serve as full participants in
an international organization, a kind of participation that Finland’s care-
fully nonaligned foreign policy denied its citizens in many other political
andmilitary venues.Within IBM’s salesmeetings they served as national
representatives for Finnish culture, to the extent of performing in tradi-
tional dress, but they also brought IBM’s international cultures of sales,
management, and research back to Finland with them. IBM Finland’s
customers similarly benefited from its integration within the resources
of one of the world’s largest and most profitable corporations. IBM
Finland was a medium-sized firm in what from the headquarters’ view
was a tiny market, but it offered almost the full range of IBM products
and services, giving Finnish clients the same information technology
resources as their international counterparts.

IBM’s trajectory in Finland tended over time toward less national
autonomy. IBM Finland provided more control than the previous
system of independent distributors, but not long after its founding in
1936 war intervened and the new subsidiary was largely cut off, its man-
agers forced to rely on their own resources and those of surrounding
countries. Even after the war, the early years of IBM Finland as a unit
within IBM World Trade were distinguished by import restrictions and
relatively slow communication. The late 1950s brought trade liberaliza-
tion, travel conditions, better communication, and IBM reorganizations.
The younger Watsons, Thomas Jr. and Dick, gradually enforced greater
standardization on IBM’s national subsidiaries, leaving less room for
national deviations and encouraging international exchanges and
interaction.

Our analysis of IBM Finland suggests the value of studying the devel-
opment of intermediate levels of exchange and identity, between national
subsidiary and global corporation. From the viewpoint of operations,
training, and customer service, the big change during the 1960s and
1970s was IBM Finland’s increasingly tight integration with its Nordic
neighbors. This was dominated by IBM Sweden, representing Finland’s
former ruler and supporter as well as the largest Scandinavian market.
Direct contact with the United States remained rare for all but the most
senior staff of IBM Finland; IBM World Trade’s headquarters in
New York and its European management in Paris were almost as remote.

Within this emerging Nordic space, IBM Finland had to settle for
printing punched cards and channeling punched card paper as a subcon-
tractor to foreign IBM companies. By the 1970s this led to political con-
cerns that local firms would be unable to thrive given IBM’s dominance
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of the computer industry. The imbalance between growing Finnish tech-
nological ambitions and IBM’s view of Finland as a small and peripheral
market intensified feelings of technological nationalism and shifted
political support toward national companies such as Nokia.

Finland’s special relationship with the Soviet Union gave the tanta-
lizing, but largely unfulfilled, promise that it might serve as a window for
IBMonto the countries of Eastern Europe. In the early 1990s, when these
markets finally opened up, IBM Finland was responsible for restarting
sales in the Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. The end of
the Cold War also eliminated the political need to treat Finland as a
special case, distinct from its Nordic neighbors. In 1994, less than
three years after the dissolution of the Soviet Union, Finland voted to
join the European Union. In the same year, IBM Finland lost its status
as a national subsidiary and was merged into IBM Nordic Ab, based in
Stockholm. This completed the process of Nordic integration, begun in
the 1950s.90 It was part of a broader reorganization, which began to
reunite IBM’s domestic and international operations into a single man-
agement structure. IBM Finland’s autonomy and identity were, in the
end, inseparable from Finland’s unique position in the Cold War order.

. . .
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